The generation crurent at the LOCOS isolation edge can be measured by the separation of the peripheral current generation and the surface and bulk current generation under the gate electrode. This method is accomplished by a C+ measurement of MOS capacitors with varying a gate area, and the effects of the generation curent reduction at the LOCOS isolation edge by low temperature hydrogen annealing (LTI{A) can be successfully investigated. As a result, it becomes clear that the generation curent is strongly reduced by annealing at a temperature below 400C, but at 450C the reduction is rather small.
lntroduction
As the packing density of LSIs increases, peripheral length surrounding the active region per unit area becomes longer. And leakage phenomenon at the LOCOS isolation edge caused by the recombination and generation process has become a major issue to be discussed. Several studies on the phenomena and mechanisms of leakage cwrent at the LOCOS peripheral have been canied out [1] [2] [3] . But little has been reported concerning the nature of the leakage curent reduction at the I-OCOS peripheral.
In the present work, we have modified a method to measure the generation curent at the LOCOS isolation edge. With this method it is possible to investigate generation current reduction due to a low temperature hydrogen annealing.
Newly Developed Measurement Method
Two factors involved in the current generation in the depletion layer of a MOS capacitor are shown in Fig.l . They are the generation current at the LOCOS peripheral (Jgen,p) and the generation current at the surface and bulk under the gate area (Jgen,e) . It has been difficult, however, to separate the Jgen,p and the Jgen,A. With P the peripheral length at the LOCOS isolation edge and A the area of the active region, the total generation current (Jeen) can be expressed as follows : Figure 3 shows a typical Zerbst plot, which is included a C-t characteristics to obtain a Zerbst plot.
From Fig.3 +Vc Jg"n = Jgen,P xP/A *Jgen,A.
( 1) trgm=ni/8NB xCF/CoxtFx (1 +G/Cr). (2) According to Shroder's Figure 5 shows the C-t characteristics for the NOPMA samples with P/A as a parameter. It is obvious that the C-t characteristics depend on PlA. With increasing P/A, the lifetime obtained from Eq. (2) decreases and the generation current obtained from Eq. (3) will increase. Figure 6 shows the LIITIA dependence of C-t characteristics with P/A equal to 30.5 /cm. For a LII}IA treatment at 400C the lifetime obtained from Fig.6 [ev] .6 [cm-2r€v-1l increases stlongly. But in case of a LTIIA treatnnent at 450C the lifetime will decrease, in contradiction with the behavior shown in Fig.4 'i-r.n'-**n,i., "r,i" Nlpvre *i *r i"* as a parameter with P/A equals 30.5 /cm.
Carrying out the same experiments using various P/A, the Jgen vs. P/A plot can be calculated, as shown in Fig.7 . The net generation current at the LOCOS isolation edge Jgen,P's are given by the slopes of each line, so it is confirmed that the generation current at the LOCOS isolation edge is substantially affected by the temperature of LITIA. As a result, it becomes clear that the generation current at the LOCOS isolation edge is reduced by LIHA treatments up to 400C but becomes high again at 450C.
